
TWO STEP SPARRING (1 to 4) 

(Ibo Matsoki) 
 

PROTOCOL 1. Attacker takes their distance, then takes right leg back, forearm guarding block 

2. Defender starts in parallel ready stance. 

3. Attacker kihaps 

4. Defender kihaps 

5. Attacker then starts. 

 

NUMBER 1 

 

MOVE DESCRIPTION KOREAN 

Attack 1 Move the right leg forward to execute a right Walking  Stance  

High Obverse Punch with the right hand 

Gunnan so nopunde baro jirugi 

Defense 1 Move right leg back into left walking stance executing high rising 

block 

Gunnan so nopunde chookyo makgi 

Attack 2  Move the left leg forward to execute a low front snap kick Najunde ap cha bisugi 

Defense 2 Move the left leg back into right walking stance to execute a low 

x-fist pressing block 

Gunnan so kyocha joomuk nollo 

makgi 

Counter 

Attack 

Slide forward in walking stance making twin vertical punch Nopunde sang sewo jirugi 

 

NUMBER 2 

 

MOVE DESCRIPTION KOREAN 

Attack 1 Move left leg forward into left L-Stance, executing a side punch Niunja so kaunde yop jirugi 

Defense 1 Move right leg back into right L-Stance, executing palm upward 

block with the left palm 

Niunja so kaunde sonbadak ollyo 

makgi 

Attack 2  Left leg middle section turning kick off rear leg Kaunde dollyo chagi 

Defense 2 Move the left leg back into L-Stance making waist block Niunja so bakat palmok hori makgi 

Counter 

Attack 

Slide forward into right L-Stance making right side elbow strike Niunja so yop palkup taerigi 

 

NUMBER 3 

 

MOVE DESCRIPTION KOREAN 

Attack 1 Move the right leg forward making low snap kick with the right foot, 

landing in right walking stance. 

Najunde ap cha bisugi 

Defense 1 Move the right leg back into left walking stance executing x-fist 

pressing block 

Gunnan so koycha joomuk nollo 

makgi. 

Attack 2  Move the left foot forward into left walking stance making twin 

vertical punch. 

Gunnan so, nopunde sang sewo jirugi 

Defense 2 Move the left foot back into right walking stance executing high 

section wedging block 

Gunnan so nopunde hechyo makgi 

Counter 

Attack 

Grasp opponents shoulders then pull down at the same time as 

executing a knee kick to the solar plexus. The lower feet together and 

step back with the right leg into forearm guarding block 

Kaunde moorup chagi 



 

NUMBER 4 

 

MOVE DESCRIPTION KOREAN 

Attack 1 Move the right leg forward to execute a right Walking  Stance  

High flat finger tip strike 

Gunnan so nopunde opun sonkut tulgi 

Defense 1 Move right leg back into left walking stance executing high rising 

block with the knife-hand 

Gunnan so nopunde sonkal chookyo 

makgi 

Attack 2  Left leg middle section side kick off rear leg Kaunde yop chagi 

Defense 2 Move the left leg back into L-Stance making palm pushing block Niunja so kaunde sonbadak miro 

makgi 

Counter 

Attack 

Front snap kick to the coccyx followed by twin upset punch to the 

kidneys 

Ap cha bisugi 

 

Sang dwijibo jirugi 

 

 

 

Theory  2-step sparring is called IBO MATSOKI 

 2-step sparring is practised for FOCUS, DISTANCE AND TIMING against HAND AND LEG 

ATTACKS 

2-step sparring should be performed with good TRADITIONAL STANCES  

2-step sparring should be performed with STRONG MOVES 


